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Abstract

The scheduling problem of minimizingthe makespan is among the most
well studied problems | especially in the eld of approximation. In modern industrial software however, it has become standard to work on a
variant of this problem, where some of the jobs are already xed in the
schedule. The remaining jobs are to be assigned to the machines in such
a way that they do not overlap with xed jobs. This problem variant is
the root of many real world scheduling problems where pre{assignments
on the machines are considered, such as free shifts, cleaning times or jobs
that have already started. In our paper we rst focus on simple algorithms
for our problem which have a reasonable performance guarantee and are
easy to implement in practical settings. This is followed by a detailed analysis on the approximability of the scheduling problem with xed jobs. We
present a polynomialtime approximation scheme (PTAS) for the case that
the number m of machines is constant. For our PTAS we propose a new
technique by partitioning an underlying packing problem into a reasonable
unrelated family of restricted bin packing problems. The computation time
is O(n logn). We also generalize the PTAS to the case that the machines
are independent and run at di erent speeds. Moreover, we will demonstrate that, assuming P 6= NP, there is no arbitrarily close approximation
in the general case when the number of machines is part of the input. This
will be extended by showing that there is no asymptotic PTAS in the
general machine case. We nally show that there exists no FPTAS in the
constant machine case, unless P = NP. These results clearly mark the approximability gap to the classical problem of minimizing makespan since
the latter does not assume for a PTAS that the number m of machines is
xed. Moreover, the standard problem also has an FPTAS for the xed
machine case.
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1 Introduction
In the standard scheduling problem of minimizing the makespan one is given a
set of n independent jobs with processing times pj to be scheduled on m identical machines. The optimization problem is to assign all jobs to the machines,
minimizing the latest completion time (the makespan) Cmax . Even though this
problem is NP {hard, it is usually considered as a relatively easy problem, in
the sense that quite good and ecient approximation algorithms exist.
The investigation of such approximation algorithms with good (worst case) performance guarantee (the ratio of the makespan achieved by the algorithm over
the makespan of the best schedule, maximized over all possible inputs) was
pioneered by Graham. He showed that a simple list schedule achieves a performance ratio of 2 m1 . In subsequent papers this has been improved to a 1.2{
approximation [Gr69], [CGJ78] and [Fr84]. In [HS87], Hochbaum and Shmoys
proposed a linear time approximation scheme introducing the technique of dual
approximation. Note that, as the minimum makespan problem is strongly NP {
hard (see [GJ79]), no fully polynomial time approximation scheme can exist for
this problem, unless P = NP . If the number of machines is not part of the
input but xed in advance (the so-called constant machine case), the situation
is slightly better. Here already Graham [Gr69] had provided a polynomial approximation scheme. In 1976 Sahni [S76] then presented a fully polynomial time
approximation scheme for the minimum makespan problem.
Unfortunately, these good news for the approximability for the standard
scheduling problem is confronted by the fact that most real world scheduling problems come with additional side-constraints violating the simple setup
of the standard scheduling problem considered above. Constraints like release
dates, classes of precedence constraints or set up problems give an example,
but in fact, the magnitude of variants and special models for scheduling is almost Babylonian. We refer to [LLRS93] and [Pi95] for a survey and additional
pointers to the literature.
One aspect common to most variants of the scheduling problems considered
in the literature is that they assume that the machines are freely available
until all jobs are processed. This, however, again con icts with many real world
applications. Consider for example applications in production planning. Here
one usually has to consider black out times on the machines due to maintenance
services or unavailability of sta (evenings, weekends). Modeling such a kind of
scheduling problem is easily achieved by considering some of the jobs, say k of
the n jobs, as xed. That is, they are a priori assigned to be performed on a
given machine at a given time. The objective is to schedule the remaining n k
jobs in such a way that Cmax is minimized. Using a straightforward reduction
from 3{PARTITION one immediately checks that the scheduling problem with
xed jobs is already strongly NP {hard in the single machine case. Scheduling
with xed jobs has appeared sporadically under various names in the literature,
but only very few rigorous results are known, e.g. [Sch84]. In particular, to our
knowledge the approximability of the scheduling problem with xed jobs has
not been considered yet.
In this paper we investigate the approximability of the scheduling problem with
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xed jobs. We start with some simple approaches which are adapted from the
classical algorithms for bin packing. Secondly, we will present a polynomial
time approximation scheme for the constant machine case. The approximation
scheme will be further generalized to the case that the machines process the
jobs at di erent speeds. This result is essentially best possible, as we also show
that on the one hand in the case that the number of machines is speci ed as
part of the input instance a polynomial time approximation scheme does not
exist, unless P = NP , and that on the other hand in the constant machine case
a fully polynomial time approximation scheme does not exist, unless P = NP .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discuss some
fast algorithms which have a constant performance guarantee. Then, in Section
3, we outline the crucial steps of the polynomial time approximation scheme
for the scheduling problem with xed jobs. Section 4 then presents the nal
algorithm. This is followed by a detailed analysis of the algorithm in Section
5. In Section 6 we deal with the uniform parallel machine case and Section 7
nally presents non{approximability results for the scheduling problem with
xed jobs.

2 LIST{based approximation algorithms
All algorithms discussed in this paper attack the scheduling problem as a bin
packing problem with bins of variable sizes. The bin packing problem is obtained
by de ning the gaps between two subsequent xed jobs on the same machine
and before the rst xed job on every machine to be \closed" bins which must
not be overloaded and the remaining extra bin on every machine that starts
after the last xed job to be an \open" bin which allows any load. The items
to be packed are the n k jobs that are not xed. For the design of a fast
approximation algorithm it is natural to combine techniques for bin packing
with a list scheduling rule on the open bins. The general framework of such an
algorithm is as follows:
 Pack as many jobs as possible into the closed bins.
 Schedule the remaining jobs under a LIST{rule into the open bins.
Possible strategies for packing the closed bins are given by the classical bin
packing rules NEXT FIT, FIRST FIT, BEST FIT (see e. g. [CGJ84]) and a
rule which we call EARLIEST FIT. EARLIEST FIT follows the idea of LIST{
scheduling and packs an item into a bin, such that it can start as early as
possible. We denote the makespan achieved under the above algorithms by CL
and the optimal makespan by Copt. By a straightforward argument (similar to
the proof of Graham's 2 m1 bound for the standard scheduling problem of
minimizing makespan [Gr66]) one can prove that these LIST{type algorithms
have a performance guarantee not worse than 3, but, in contrast to the bin
packing problem and the standard scheduling problem, one can indeed construct
problem instances where the performance guarantee is worse than 2. Consider
for instance a problem on 15 machines given by
3

Figure 1: Solution for NEXT FIT, FIRST FIT or EARLIEST FIT

 1 job with processing time 1,
 84 jobs with processing time 101 ,
 85 jobs with processing time 201 +  for a suitable small value  > 0.
The instance has also a series of xed jobs, all of in nitesimal length  such

that machine one has a single closed bin of length 1 and machine two has six
closed bins of length 101 followed by seven closed bins of length 201 +  and a
xed job which ends at 1 +  . Similarly, the remaining machines have six closed
bins of length 101 followed by six closed bins of length 201 +  and a xed job
that ends at 1 +  . Since all jobs t into the closed bins the value of an optimal
solution equals 1+  . The solutions delivered under NEXT FIT, FIRST FIT and
EARLIEST FIT all may yield a makespan of 2+ 105 +  (see Figure 1) depending
L  2:5. An extended
on the sequence of jobs. For small  we thus have CCopt
instance with a higher number of machines and one job with processing time
one, but suciently small processing times for all remaining jobs even yields a
performance ratio of 2:6.
In the given instance BEST FIT clearly outperforms the other packing rules
since it produces an optimal solution. It is easy however to construct an instance
were the ratio of the solution produced under BEST FIT towards the optimal
solution gets arbitrarily close to 2. Moreover, the O(n2 ) computation time is
considerably higher than for the other, linear time, packing rules. We conclude
this section with the observation that these simple algorithms provided here
also work as on{line algorithms where items are packed/scheduled on their arrival. More sophisticated on{line algorithms however would try to better exploit
the given bin sizes by keeping some free space for large jobs which might possibly arrive lateron. The development of such algorithms, however, is left for
future work. In the remaining section of this paper we concentrate on developing
approximation schemes.
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3 The polynomial time approximation scheme
In what follows we will present the polynomial time approximation scheme
for the scheduling problem with xed jobs. Again the scheduling problem will
be considered as a problem of packing variable size bins. The corresponding
problem will be shortly called V BP . For the V BP , \closed" bins are given as
described in Section 2, but the \open" bins are de ned in a slightly di erent
way. We use candidates C for the makespan and now de ne each remaining
extra bin on every machine that starts after the last xed job and ends at C
to be an \open" bin. Here, \open" refers to the fact that the constraint on the
bin sizes may be relaxed. Obviously, C is an upper bound for the makespan if
and only if all items can be packed into the bins. Summarizing, our algorithm
has the following framework:




Propose a candidate C for the makespan within a binary search procedure:
Check whether the underlying packing problem V BP has a feasible solution that
does not overload the \closed" bins, but may overload the \open" bins slightly.
Output the schedule corresponding to the packing found for the smallest C.

Let us rst consider the special case of the standard scheduling problem of minimizing makespan. Here, V BP agrees with the standard bin packing problem:
all bins have the same capacity and are \open" bins. The polynomial time approximation scheme proposed by Hochbaum and Shmoys [HS87] approximates
the feasibility of the bin packing problem in that each bin is allowed to be
overloaded by up to a factor of 1+ . This yields | speaking in terms of the underlying scheduling problem | a (1 + ){approximation of the makespan. The
resulting relaxed bin packing problem is fairly easy to solve as an integer linear
program on a constant number of variables where items are rounded in their
sizes. Small items are temporarily disregarded and later inserted by a rst{ t
strategy.
For the scheduling problem with xed jobs the situation is considerably harder.
In particular, two problems appear. Firstly, the rounding of item sizes could
yield infeasible schedules caused by overlappings with xed jobs. Secondly, even
the small items turn out to be hard to pack (consider for an example an instance
which is dominated by small closed bins and items of the same size). We clear
these hurdles that come along with xed jobs by building our algorithm out of
three major parts. The rst building block is a partition of the problem V BP
into a family of (reasonably) unrelated restricted packing problems. We then
develop a procedure for solving a single instance of such a packing subproblem
as an integer linear program (ILP). The nal part consists of a series of greedy
packings that packs the items/jobs left over by the solutions of the packing
subproblems.
In the next sections we will consider these ingredients of our algorithm in turn
and show how they can be tied together to build up the entire algorithm for
approximately solving the V BP . We start with some de nitions:
De nition 3.1 For any set I = fs1; : : :; sng, consisting of bins or items, let
size(si ) denote the size of an element si and let SIZE (I ) denote the total size
5

of all elements in I . We further de ne max(I ) = maxs2I size(s). Similarly,
min(I ) = mins2I size(s).
As a notational convenience we will further assume that all bins and items in
instances of V BP are already scaled by C1 . Their sizes are therefore bounded
by one. We also assume that  > 0 is an arbitrary but xed constant.

3.1 The partition procedure

We will create a family of packing problems by partitioning the bin set according
to bin sizes. The partition is based on identifying classes of bins which will have
no signi cant impact on the packing and can therefore be neglected. This will
then allow us to partition the packing problem V BP into separate instances of
packing problems in each of which the minimum and the maximum bin capacity
will not di er \too much".

Lemma 3.2 Given an instance I for the packing subproblem V BP de ned

via C where all bins and items are scaled by C1 and where the bins are sorted
according to non{increasing sizes we can, for t = d 4 e + 3 and  < 1, identify in
linear time a partition B = B^ [ B1 [ : : : [ Br of the bin set B such that
max(B^ )    max(B );
(1)

SIZE (B^ )    SIZE (B);
and such that for all i = 1; : : :; r:
min(Bi )  t max(Bi ); and
max(Bi+1 ) <  min(Bi ):

(2)
(3)

Proof. We rst partition the bin set B in linear time into a number u  jB j of
buckets Bi , 1  i  u. We do that by placing the bins successively into buckets,
opening a new one as soon as the size of the bin currently under consideration
is smaller than  times the size of the maximum bin in the current bucket. As
we assumed that the bins are sorted by non{increasing sizes this can easily be
done in linear time. The buckets Bi therefore have the following properties:
min(Bi )   max(Bi ) and
min(Bi ) > max(Bi+1 ) for all i  1:

The following procedure will then identify the desired partition in linear time.
procedure partition
s

1; j

2; B^

;; i

while j  u do begin

1; B1

;;

if max(Bj )    min(Bj 1 ) then do begin
if j s = b 4t c 1 then do begin

Choose s  i  j such that SIZE (Bi ) = minsij SIZE (Bi );
if i > s then Bi Bi [ Bs [ : : : [ Bi 1 ;
if Bi 6= ; then i + +; Bi ;;
if i = 1 then Bi Bi else B^ B^ [ Bi ;
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if i

<j

s

j

end

then

+ 1;

Bi

Bi

[ Bi +1 [ : : : [ Bj ;

end
else do begin
if s < j then Bi Bi [ Bs [ : : : [ Bj 1 ;
if Bi 6= ; then i + +; Bi ;;
s

end

j

j

;

+ +;

end
Bi

Bi

[ Bs [ : : : [ Bu ;

Informally speaking, the algorithm lineray travers the buckets starting with B1
and ending with Bu . Whenever it detects a sequence of b 4t c successive buckets it
chooses the smallest of those buckets for B^ . To see that the computed partition
B^ [B1 [: : :[Br has the desired properties, observe rst that a class Bj consists of
at most 2b 4t c  2t successive buckets Bi and that, by construction, the minimum
bin sizes of any two of these successive buckets are within a factor of 2 . This
implies (3). Property (1) follows from the special treatment of the case i = 1.
To see that also (2) holds observe that whenever an index i is chosen it clearly
satis es the following property:

Xj
Xj
SIZE (Bi )  j s1 + 1 SIZE (B i) = b 1t c SIZE (B i):
4 i=s
i=s

Taking the sum over all buckets Bi , we obtain (observe that the buckets involved on the right hand side are di erent for di erent buckets Bi )

X size(s) = Xr SIZE (B ) 

s2B^

i=1

i

1 SIZE (B )    SIZE (B ):
t

b4c

2

Equation (2) of Lemma 3.2 indicates that we can disregard all bins in B^ without
a ecting the optimal solution very much. This allows us to use the partition
given in Lemma 3.2 in order to de ne a family of restricted packing problems,
which we will call RV BPi , i = 1; : : :; r.
Problem RV BPi consists of
all bins contained in Bi ,
job set Ji := fp 2 J j  min(Bi )  size(p)  max(Bi )g:
It is an important observation that all packing problems RV BPi have the property that the size of the minimum item resp. bin and that of the maximum item
resp. bin di er by at most a factor of t+1 resp. t . In the next section we will
show how such packing problems can be solved.

7

3.2 Restricted variable sized bin packing problems

In this section we present two versions of a restricted packing problem (RV BP ).
The rst version of RV BP is formulated in the form RV BP [; ; u; v ], meaning
that all item resp. bin sizes have to belong to the interval [; 1] resp. the interval
[; 1] and u and v determine the maximum number of distinct item and bin
sizes that are allowed. The second version, written as RV BP [; ], relaxes the
constraints on the input instances and allows the bins and items to take on
arbitrarily many distinct sizes. Their minimal sizes however remain bounded
by  and . Thus, all item sizes are in the interval [; 1] and all bin sizes are in
the interval [; 1]. We consider the problems RV BP as optimization problems.
That is, we aim at nding a solution which minimizes the sum of the sizes of
all items that remain unpacked.
In the next two subsections we show that RV BP [; ] can be (approximately)
solved in linear time by solving a related RV BP [; ; u; v ] problem exactly.
Before we do that we note that the problems RV BPi which were introduced at
the end of the last section can all be viewed as instances of RV BP [t+1 ; t ] by
simply scaling all bin and item sizes by 1= max(Bi ).

3.2.1 RV BP [; ; u; v]

The input instance I = I (J; B ) for RV BP [; ; u; v ] can be written by two
multisets J = fn1 : p1; n2 : p2; : : :; nu : pu g and B = fk1 : s1 ; k2 : s2 ; : : :; kv :
sv g, such that 1  s1 > s2 >    > sv  , 1  s1  p1 > p2 >    > pu   ,
n = Pui=1 ni and k = Pvi=1 kv , where n is the total number of items, k the
total number of bins and where ni and ki give the number of items resp. bins
of size pi and si . De ne a con guration to be a packing of a bin of a speci c
size with a speci c set of items such that the sum of item sizes does not exceed
the bin size. A con guration for a bin can be denoted by a u{vector (l1; : : :; lu)
of non{negative integers, such that li is the number of items of size pi that are
packed into that bin. Since we are only packing items that are greater or equal
than  , we know that at most d 1 e items can t into a bin, thereby, limiting
1
the number of possible con gurations to a constant q = q (; u)  (u + 1)d  e for
each of the v possible bin sizes.
Consider now a feasible solution x to an instance I of RV BP [; ; u; v ]. Clearly,
x can be speci ed by a vector x = (x1; : : :; xqv ) where xj denotes the number
of bins that are packed according to con guration j .
De ne now
 Ti the set of legal con gurations for bins of size si
 alj as the number of items of size pl that are used in con guration j
RV BP [; ; u; v ] can then be formulated as the following integer program:

minimize
subject to

Xu (n X a
l=1
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l

j

lj xj )pl

(4)

81  l  u
81  i  v

Xa x  n
lj j
l
j
Xx k

j 2Ti

j

i

We call OPT (I ) the optimal value for the packing problem, i. e., the minimal
possible total size of items that remain unpacked. Since we assumed that ; ,
and u are constants, we can obtain the ILP in time linear in v . Lenstra [Le83]
has shown that the ILP can be solved in time polynomial in the number of
constraints provided that the number of variables is xed. That is, we can
compute OPT (I ) in constant time for u and v xed.

3.2.2 RV BP [; ]

The second problem we consider is RV BP [; ] which is de ned similar to
RV BP [; ; u; v ] except that the number of distinct bin and item sizes need
no longer be constants. The bin and item sizes, however, are still restricted to
the intervals [; 1] for items and [; 1] for the bins. Again, we assume that the
items are sorted according to non{increasing item sizes.
We will show in the sequel how RV BP [; ; u; v ] can be used for approximately
solving RV BP [; ]. The underlying idea of our reduction of an instance for the
RV BP [; ] to an instance for RV BP [; ; u; v ] is the so called linear grouping approach introduced in [DL81]. Here we will apply the grouping technique
simultaneously to items and bins.
An instance for the RV BP [; ; u; v ] is obtained from an instance I = (J; B ) of
RV BP [; ] by the following construction: First, we group the item set J into
groups Gj = p(j 1)K1 +1 : : :pjK1 for j = 1; : : :; u and Gu+1 = puK1 +1 : : :pjJ j ,
each of which, except the last group, consists of K1 items where K1 is a non{
negative integer to be speci ed later. We de ne two functions INCREASING
and DECREASING. The rst function rounds the items of each group to its
largest element. DECREASING rounds the item sizes of group Gj down to
the size of the largest item in group Gj +1 (the items in the last group are
rounded down to the size of the smallest item). We will call the item groups
obtained by INCREASING by H = H1 H2 : : :Hu+1 and the groups obtained
by DECREASING by F = F1 F2 : : :Fu+1 . The point of this de nition is that
the lists Fj and Hj ; (j = 1; : : :u + 1) are almost the same, except forS the rst
resp. last itemSgroup. More speci cally, as Fj = Hj +1 , a packing for j u Fj is
+1 H . This suggests the following algorithm: Find a packing
a packing for uj =2
j
for the list F , except for group Fu+1 , and obtain a solution that is as good as
the optimal solution of the original input (recall that items are rounded down
in size). Consider the solution as a packing for the list H except of a group H1
of items that are not packed. Clearly, the total size of items that belong to H1 is
at most K1 . Construct nally a feasible packing for the original input instance
of the RV BP [; ] from the packing of H by decreasing the item sizes down to
their original sizes. It clearly holds:

OPT (IF )  OPT (IH )  OPT (IF ) + K1  OPT (I ) + K1 ;
9

where IH and IF are the instances with item lists H resp. F .
Similarly, we will deal with the bins. We will group the bins into bin groups, each
(except the last group) of which consisting of a number K2 of bins, and de ne
INCREASING to increase bins of the j th bin group to the smallest bin in group
j 1 and the bins of the rst group to the largest bin. DECREASING on the
other hand rounds all bins in one group down to the size of the smallest bin in
the group. Solving the RV BP on the modi ed input list where INCREASING
is applied and rounding back bin sizes to their original sizes will again yield
a feasible packing where the sum of the item sizes that are not packed is K2.
Putting together the grouping of bins and the grouping of the items in a single
step will yield the desired reduction for I to an instance for the RV BP [; ; u; v ]
where we set u = b KjJ1j c and v = b jKB2j c. If K1 and K2 are de ned by

K1 := djJ je

and

K2 := djBje

(for an arbitrary but xed constant 1   > 0) then u and v are constants, and
the corresponding problem RV BP [; ; u; v ] can thus be solved in linear time,
as shown in the previous section. The following lemma is therefore evident.
Lemma 3.3 Let 1   > 0 be an arbitrary, but xed constant and let K1 :=
djJ je and K2 := djBje. Then we can nd for any instance I = I (J; B) for
RV BP [; ] in linear time a solution such that the total size of all items that
remain unpacked is at most

OPT (I ) + K1 + K2  OPT (I ) + (jJ j + jBj)) + 2:
(Here OPT (I ) denotes the total size of all items that remain unpacked in an
optimal solution of the instance I = I (J; B ).)

3.2.3 Solving the subproblems RV BPi

As already outlined above, the problems RV BPi de ned at the end of Section 3.1 can all be viewed as instances of RV BP [t+1 ; t ] by simply scaling all
bin and item sizes by 1= max(Bi ). Clearly, Lemma 3.3 also applies for these
scaled instances. That is, the sum of the sizes of unpacked items for problem
RV BPi can thus be bounded by OPT (RV BPi ) + ((jJij + jBij) + 2) max(Bi ).
We will see later that an appropriate choice for  will guarantee that the sum
of sizes of unpacked items is small enough for an (1 + ){approximation of the
makespan.
For the RV BP1 , we have to consider two cases. In the case that all bins are
smaller than  we solve the RV BP1 approximately as for all other problems
RV BPi . Otherwise, we proceed in a slightly di erent way. (The reason for this
is that items that remain unpacked may be as large as Copt, and contrary to
all other subproblems RV BPi their e ect on the nal schedule is therfore so
signi cant that they have to be packed more carefully.) For solving RV BP1 in
that case, we rst observe that if the number of items with size at least t+2
exceeds tm+2 there exists no feasible packing, as the total bin capacity of all bins
in V BP is bounded by m (recall that we scaled all bins and items by 1=C ). For
10

RV BP1 we consider the bin set B1 := B1 [fb 2 B^ j size(b)  min(J1)g, that is
we may view RV BP1 directly as a problem of type RV BP [t+2 ; t+2 ; tm+2 ; jB 1j]
which can be solved optimally in constant time, as jB1 j is also, trivially, bounded
by jB1j  tm+2 . If some items remain unpacked we can safely infer that there
exists no feasible packing for V BP .

3.3 Greedy Packing

We will now come to the nal ingredient of our algorithm, the greedy packing.
It will be used to pack the two classes of items that have not been packed into
any bin yet. Those are the sets
J^i  Ji, and
J  = J Sri=1 Ji ,
where J^i denotes the set of items that remain unpacked in the solution of the
problem RV BPi . The second set J  is the union of all items that have not
been considered in any packing subproblem RV BPi , as simply their sizes are
\between" the item sizesSof two subsequent packing problems. It is natural, to
use the partition J  := ri=1 Ji , where Ji := fp 2 J j  min(Bi ) > size(p) >
max(Bi+1 )g (with the convention that max(Br+1 ) = 0).
We proceed as follows: After having solved a problem RV BPi (i = 1; : : :; r) we
pack the items p 2 J^i that remain unpacked in the solution of the RV BPi into
the bins with size greater than max(Bi ) (including bins from B^ ). For short, we
will call those bins Bi< , with B1< being the empty set. In this step we allow each
bin, even the \closed" bins, to be overloaded by one item p 2 J^i . Secondly, we
greedy pack for each i the items in Ji . Again, we allow the bins to be overloaded
by an item p { if its size is not larger than that of the bin.
At the end of the algorithm we remove all items that overload a closed bin
and pack them with a greedy algorithm into the open bins. This nal step will
guarantee that the corresponding schedule will be feasible, as all overlappings
with xed jobs are cleared.

4 The complete algorithm
We are now able to present the complete algorithm. Recall that an instance I
for the scheduling problem with xed jobs is given by
 A set of n jobs p1; : : :; pn with integer processing times.
 A subset pi1 ; : : :; pik of k xed jobs. Each xing consists of a starting time
and an assigned machine.
The number m of machines and the desired approximation ratio are not part
of the input. They are considered to be xed. The completion time of the last
xed job is denoted by CF . According to the context, jobs pj are viewed as
items with size size(pj ) corresponding to their processing times.
11

As already outlined in the beginning of Section 3, the basic framework of
our algorithm is a binary search for the optimum makespan Copt. A useful
P
lower bound for Copt is maxf nj=1 sizem(pj ) ; maxj size(pj ); CF g. Similar to Section 2 P
it can be easily shown that any list schedule has a makespan at most
3 maxf nj=1 sizem(pj ) ; maxj size(pj ); CF g.
One easily checks that there are a few simple criteria which indicate that a
proposed candidate C for the makespan is smaller than Copt resp. that the
packing problem V BP corresponding to C is infeasible. We defer the precise
arguments for these facts to the proof of Lemma 5.3.
The algorithm can then be stated as follows:

[Algorithm A for the makespan problem with xed jobs]
Input: Instance I consisting of xed and free jobs.
Output: A feasible schedule for I .
1. Sort jobs by non-increasing sizes.
2. ub 3 maxfPnj=1 sizem(p ) ; maxj size(pj ); CF g;
lb maxfPnj=1 sizem(p ) ; maxj size(pj ); CF g;
j

j

while (ub lb  1) do begin
C

lb + ub2 lb ;

Obtain an instance of a packing problem V BP with bins B and jobs
J by linearly traversing the machines and scaling all bins and items

by C1 .
Call the function for solving V BP de ned via the scaled bins and
items. If a solution for the packing problem is obtained, set ub C ,
else set lb C .

end

3. If no packing has been detected so far, set C

ub and again solve the
packing problem V BP on the bins and items scaled by C1 .
4. Interpret the obtained packing as a schedule and return it.

We will now present the function for packing the items into the bins, which is
the essential part of the algorithm.

[Function for solving V BP ]
Input: Set J of items and set B of bins
Output: A packing of items into bins (which may overload the \open" but not
the \closed" bins) or a proof of the infeasibility of the packing problem
12

1. Identify the bin sets B1; : : :; Br according to Lemma 3.2 and construct
the problems RV BPi as indicated at the end of Section 3.1.

For i = 1; : : :; r let

Bi := fs 2 B j min(Bi ) > size(s) > max(Bi+1 )g and
Ji := fp 2 J j  min(Bi ) > size(p) > max(Bi+1 )g
(with the convention that max(Br+1 ) = 0);
2. if max(B1)   do begin
if items p 2 J exist with size(p) > max(B1), exit (infeasibility detected)
if jJ1j  tm+1 , exit (infeasibility detected) else solve RV BP1 optimally (cf.Section 3.2.1), hereby we consider all bins from B1 [ fb 2
B^ j size(b)  min(J1)g. Exit if some items remain unpacked (infeasibility detected);

else
Solve RV BP1 approximately (cf. Section 3.2.2) with  := t+2 .
Let J1 denote the set of all items which remain unpacked.
if SIZE (J1) > (  (jJ1j + jB1j)+2) max(B1)+ SIZE (B1) then exit
(infeasibility detected);

end
Pack all items p 2 J1 with a greedy algorithm into the bins s 2 B1 [ B1 .
The greedy algorithm is allowed to put an item into any bin that is not
yet completely lled (even if { after the item is inserted { the capacity
of the bin is exceeded), provided the size of the item does not exceed the
(total) size of the bin. Hereby, the bins should be lled up according to
non{increasing sizes and the items should also be considered in sorted
order according to non{increasing sizes. Exit if unpacked items remain
(infeasibility detected).
3. for i = 2 to r do begin
Solve RV BPi approximately (cf. Section 3.2.3) with  := t+2 .
Let J^i denote the set of items which remain unpacked and let

Bi< := B1 [ B1 [ : : : [ Bi 1 [ Bi 1 :
Pack items p 2 J^i with a greedy algorithm into the bins of Bi< . We
allow that an item is put into a bin which is not yet completely lled
even if the capacity of the bin is exceeded. Let Ji denote the set of
all items which remain unpacked.
13

if SIZE (Ji) > ((jJij + jBi j) + 2) max(Bi) + SIZE (Bi), exit (infea-

sibility detected);
Pack all items p 2 Ji with a greedy algorithm into the bins of Bi< [
Bi [ Bi . The greedy algorithm is allowed to put an item into any bin
that is not yet completely lled (even if { after the item is inserted
{ the capacity of the bin is exceeded), provided the size of the item
does not exceed the (total) size of the bin. Hereby, the bins should
be lled up according to non{increasing sizes and the items should
also be considered in sorted order according to non{increasing sizes.
Exit if unpacked items remain (infeasibility detected).

end

4. For every overloaded bin remove the last item from this bin. Let JR denote
the set of all removed items.
Let J := J1 [    [ Jr [ JR .
Pack all items in J with a greedy algorithm into the \open" bins, putting
each item into that bin which has currently the least overload.

end

5 Analysis
We are now ready to tie the results of the previous sections together in order
to obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1 Algorithm A nds in time O(n log n) a feasible schedule for an
instance I of the scheduling problem with xed jobs and a constant number of
machines. The performance ratio of Algorithm A is 1 + 10.
We prove the theorem in two steps. We rst show that the algorithm will always
construct a feasible schedule with the desired performance ratio. Then we prove
the bound O(n log n) on the computation time.

Lemma 5.2 For all C  Copt the function for solving V BP constructs a packing that does not overload the \closed" bins.
Proof. We rst consider the items in Ji . Items to be packed by the greedy
algorithm are all items of the set Ji that remain unpacked by the solution of
RV BPi . Note that these items can only
be packed into bins Bi< [ Bi [ Bi but
S
r
not into any smaller bin. So, all bins j =i+1 (Bj [ Bj ) need not be considered
for items in Ji . Within the solution of RV BPi items in Ji are packed in the
bins Bi by solving RV BPi (almost) optimally (resp. optimally, if i = 1 and
max(B1)  ). The value of the optimal solution for the RV BPi is at most the
size of the items of Ji that are not packed into Bi in the optimal schedule. That
is, the total size SIZE (J^i) of all items in J^i exceeds the total size of all items
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from Ji that are not packed in an optimal solution into bins of Bi by at most
the error of the obtained solution for RV BPi , that is by at most
((jJi j + jBi j) + 2)  max(Bi )
(resp. zero for RV BP1 , if max(B1 )  .)
Observe nally, that all items that are packed into Bi< before applying the
algorithm for RV BPi on Ji , are also packed into Bi< in the optimal solution. Since we assumed C  Copt, it therefore holds that SIZE (J^i) 
fcapi+SIZE (Bi)+((jJi j+jBi j)+2)max(Bi ), where fcapi denotes the remaining total free capacity of all bins in Bi< before the start of the greedy algorithm.
As the greedy algorithm may overload the bins, it will only leave items unpacked
i all bins in Bi< are completely full. That is, the total size of all items that
remain unpacked will be at most ((jJij + jBi j)+2)  max(Bi )+ SIZE (Bi). This
guarantees that the algorithm does not exit at the corresponding if-condition
whenever C  Copt.
Now consider the items in Ji . Observe that they, as well, t only into bins from
Bi< [ Bi [ Bi . Again it holds that all items that are packed into Bi< [ Bi [ Bi
before applying the greedy algorithm to Ji , are also packed into these bins
in the optimal solution. Furthermore, as we do pack the items in sorted order
and do ll the bins according to non{increasing size, a similar property holds
throughout the greedy packing for all bins from Bi : whenever we consider an
item p and the largest bin that is not yet completely lled is b then all bins
with size at least size(b) contain only items of size at least size(p). That is,
either p can be packed into b (if size(p)  size(b)) or we have detected that
the packing is infeasible, which cannot be the case for C  Copt. That is, the
greedy algorithm has to succeed with packing all items from Ji .
This shows that for all C  Copt the algorithm will never exit without a packing.
As one also easily checks that the algorithm does indeed pack all items and,
by construction, no \closed" bin is overloaded, this completes the proof of the
lemma.
2
Lemma 5.3 For C  Copt the total size of all elements in JR is bounded by
SIZE (JR)  2  SIZE (B):
(5)
Proof. The set JR consists of all elements which had to be removed from an
overfull bin. By construction the maximum size of an item which created an
overload in a bin from Bi is  min(Bi ) and the maximum size of an item p
that created an overload
in a bin b from Bi is size(b). Moreover, the way
P

Bi is de ned, we have b2Sri=1 Bi size(b) = SIZE (B^ ) with B^ being de ned
according to Lemma 3.2. Using Lemma 3.2, we obtain

X size(p)

p2JR



Xr   min(B )jB j + Xr X size(b)
i

i=1
r

X

i

i=1 b2Bi

 (  SIZE (Bi)) + SIZE (B^ )
i=1
 2  SIZE (B):
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2
Together with the trivial bounds,

SIZE (J )  m; and
SIZE (B)  m
(which hold as we assumed that all items and bins were scaled by 1=C ) we
obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 5.4 For Copt  C and   21 the total size of all elements in J is
bounded by
SIZE (J)    (5m + 4):
(6)
Proof. The minimum size of an item resp. bin given in an instance of problem

RV BPi is not smaller than max(Bi )t+1 . This tells us that jBi j 
(Ji )
and that jJi j  tSIZE
+1 max(Bi ) . Thus we have

Xr jB j max(B )  Xr SIZE (Bi) 
i=1

and

i

i

i=1

t+1

m

SIZE (Bi )
t+1 max(Bi)

(7)

t+1

Xr jJ j max(B )  Xr SIZE (Ji) 

m
(8)
t+1
t+1 :


i=1
i=1
Observe that J1 is empty whenever we solved RV BP1 optimally, that is, whenever max(B1 )  . That is, using the notation i0 := 1 if max(B1 ) <  and
i0 := 2 otherwise, we obtain (recall that we chose  := t+2 )
i

X size(p)

p2J

=




i

Xr X size(p) + X size(p)

i=i0 p2Ji
r

p2JR

X [((jB j + jJ j) + 2)  max(B ) + SIZE (B)] + 2  SIZE (B)

i=i0

i

i

i

1
X
2m + 2 i + SIZE (B^ ) + 2  SIZE (B )

i

i=0

   (2m + 4 + 3m);
again using that SIZE (B^ )    SIZE (B ) and SIZE (B )  m.

2

Corollary 5.4 immediately allows us to bound the makespan computed by algorithm A .

Corollary 5.5 For C  Copt and   12 the algorithm nds a feasible schedule
with makespan CA such that

CA  (1 + 9)  C:
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Proof. First observe that all jobs in J n J are packed in such a way that the
resulting makespan is at most C . We thus only have to consider the items in
J. Clearly, if we pack them into m (initially empty) bins in a greedy fashion
choosing for each item the bin which has currently the least load, the maximum
load of the m bins will be, for m > 1, bounded by
1 X size(p ) + max size(p )  5 + 4 1   +   8;
j
j


m pj 2J

m

pj 2J

where the rst inequality follows from Corollary 5.4 and the fact that { by
construction { all items in J have size at most . Similary, for m = 1 we can
directly apply Corollary 5.4 and obtain a load of the bin bounded by

X size(p )  9:
j

pj 2J

Clearly, by also using up the remaining free capacity of the "open" bins the
resulting load can only decrease.
That is, the makespan of the resulting schedule satis es

CA  C + 9  C:
(Note that the additional factor of C is due to the fact that within the packing
problem all item and bin sizes where scaled by 1=C .)
2
In what follows, we will proof the O(n log n) computation time of algorithm A .
Clearly, items can be sorted by non{increasing sizes in time O(n log n). Consider
now the computation time needed for solving a single instance of V BP :
 We need time O(n log n) for sorting bins by non{increasing size and then
for each packing problem V BP . Computing the classes Bi can then be
done in linear time according to Lemma 3.2.
 For each packing problem RV BPi , 1  i  r we need linear time for constructing the ILP and constant time for solving the ILP. In the case that
problem RV BP1 is solved by complete enumeration, then again constant
time is needed. Cf. Section 3.2.1 resp. 3.2.3.
Packing items with the greedy algorithm consumes linear time, since we
simply ll up the bins successively.
 Identifying the set JR and packing all items in J can again be carried out
in linear time.
This shows that we can solve a V BP in time O(n log n). It remains to count
the number of iterations of V BP that are carried out within the binary search
frame. In the original scheduling problem all processing times are assumed to be
integers, so the binary search can be terminated, when ub lb < 1. This yields
already a polynomial time bound for our algorithm. We will use the following
lemma, though, to improve the computation time.
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Lemma 5.6 If algorithm A is executed with k iterations of binary search, the
resulting schedule has a makespan of at most (1 + 9)(1 + 2 (k 1) )Copt.
Thus, only O(log( 1 )) iterations are required to obtain a (1+10)-approximation.
The lemma Pis easily proven by observing that we have ub lb =
2 (k 2) maxf nj=1 sizem(pj ) ; maxj size(pj ); CF g in iteration k and that Copt 
lb  maxfPnj=1 sizem(pj ) ; maxj size(pj ); CF g.

6 The uniform parallel machine case
In the uniform parallel machine case we assume that the machines run at di erent speeds s1 ;    ; sm . More precisely, if job j is executed on machine i it takes
pj =si time units to be completed. Again the goal is to assign the jobs to the
machines so that the last job nishes as early as possible. In [HS88], Hochbaum
and Shmoys had presented a PTAS for the standard version of the scheduling
problem where no jobs are xed. For the PTAS they generalized their approach of dual approximation to the case where bins have di erent sizes. The
computation time of their algorithm is a high polynomial in n.
The PTAS presented in this paper for the scheduling problem with xed jobs
can also be generalized to the case where machines run at di erent speeds and
the number of machines is a constant m. For simplicity we normalize the speed
of the fastest machine to 1 and so we have si  1; (i = 1;    ; n). Let us further
assume a binary search procedure proposes a candidate C for the makespan.
Since every machine i can process si units of processing time in one time unit,
it can process a total of C  si of processing time before the deadline C .
On the other hand, C de nes a packing problem with open and closed bins
of variable sizes. We scale those bins and all the jobs by C1 and multiply the
sizes of bins that correspond to machine i with si . That is, an item p that is
placed into any bin on machine i occupies sizesi(p)  C time units in the schedule
on machine i. Again, the task is to decide whether there exists a packing of
the scaled item set J into the resulting set of bins B . For our PTAS we re ne
algorithm A in that we place all items that are assigned to the set J now to
the fastest machine. As SIZE (J )  m and SIZE (B )  m, Corollary 5.4 still
applies and so, for C  Copt and   21 , we obtain a total makespan of at most
(5m+4)  C = C +(5m +4)  C . Calling this re ned algorithm A0 we obtain
C + max

i (si )
the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1 Algorithm A0 nds in time O(n log n) a feasible schedule for
an instance I of the scheduling problem with xed jobs and a constant number
m of machines with independent processing times. The performance ratio of
Algorithm A is 1 + (5m + 5)  .

7 Non-approximability results
The following two theorems indicate the limits in the approximability of the
scheduling problem with xed jobs.
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Theorem 7.1 For a constant number m of machines, there is no fully polynomial time approximation scheme for the scheduling problem with xed jobs,
unless P = NP .
Proof. It is well known (cf. [GJ79]) that no strongly NP -complete problem
can be approximated by a fully polynomial time approximation scheme, unless
P = NP . It thus suces to reduce some strongly NP -complete problem to the
scheduling problem with xed jobs and a constant number, say 1, of machines.
We will reduce from
3-PARTITION
Input:
A nite set A of 3n elements of sizes s1 ; : : :; s3nP2 ZZ+ and a bound
n s = n  B.
B 2 ZZ+ such that B4 < si < B2 for all 1  i  3n and that 3i=1
i
Question: Does there exist a partition of A into n disjoint sets A1 ; : : :; An
P
such that for 1  i  n, sj 2Ai sj = B ?
This problem is known to be strongly NP -complete, see [GJ79]. Given an instance of 3-PARTITION we construct an instance of the 1-machine scheduling
problem as follows. For every item we introduce a job whose processing time
corresponds to the size of the item. Furthermore, we add a xed job of size 1
at times k  B + (k 1) for all 1  k  n. Clearly, there exists a schedule with
makespan n  (B +1) if and only if there exists the desired partition of the items
into n sets.
2

Theorem 7.2 If the number m of the machines is part of the input, there exists

no polynomial time algorithm that solves the scheduling problem with xed jobs
within a performance guarantee of 23  for all  > 0, unless P = NP .

Proof. This time we reduce from the following variant of 3-PARTITION ,
which is also known to be NP -complete, see [GJ79]:
Input:
Disjoint sets A and B containing n resp. 2n elements of sizes
aP1 ; : : :, P
an 2 ZZ+ resp. b1; : : :; b2n 2 ZZ+ and a bound L 2 ZZ+ such that
ai + bj = nL.
Question: Does there exist a permutation  2 S2n such that for all 1  i  n:
ai + b(2i 1) + b(2i) = L ?
This time we provide n machines, choose an integer number K such that K 
( 21 )L=(2), and x for every machine Mi , 1  i  n, a job with processing
time ai which ends at time 2K + L. Furthermore, we have 2n non- xed jobs
with processing times K + bi , 1  i  2n. Clearly, there exists a schedule
with makespan 2K + L if and only if there exists the desired permutation  .
In addition, if such a permutation does not exist every schedule will have a
makespan of at least 3K + L. As (3K + L)=(2K + L)  3=2  by choice of K ,
the claim of the theorem follows.
2

The proof of Theorem 7.2 indicates that the lower bound 23 for the approximability of the makespan is also valid for large Copt . As a consequence, there exists
no asymptotic PTAS for the scheduling problem with xed jobs, if the number
m of machines is speci ed as part of the input, unless P = NP .
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8 Conclusion
We presented a polynomial time approximation scheme for the scheduling problem with xed jobs, provided the number of machines is xed. Our PTAS is
based on a new reduction to a series of restricted variable size bin packing problems (RV BP s) which are obtained by eliminating bins that are not important
for the optimal solution. The algorithm then solves the RV BP s with the help
of an integer linear programming approach. Items that cannot be packed are
subsequently considered by a greedy algorithm. A nal list scheduling algorithm
packs only remaining items. The computation time is O(n log n) for every xed
desired performance guarantee of 1 + . Also, the PTAS can be extended to
the case where machines run at di erent speeds. Our algorithm is best possible on the other hand, in that we also showed that neither a PTAS for the
scheduling problem with xed jobs and an arbitrary number of machines nor
an FPTAS for the constant machine case exists, unless P = NP . In view of
the practical relevance of our problem, we also discussed some fast, LIST{based
algorithms for the scheduling problem with xed jobs. These algorithms also
work in on{line settings and have a constant wost case guarantee.
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